

DEAN E. SMITH CENTER, UNC-CHAPEL HILL
2A AND 4A State Basketball Championships

SPECTATOR INFORMATION

The NCHSAA and the University of North Carolina will appreciate your cooperation in all of the following areas.

NOISEMAKERS, BANNERS, STREAMERS, FACE/BODY PAINT, PLACARDS, CONFETTI, THUNDER STICKS & SIGNS ARE NOT ALLOWED. Pom-poms are allowed.

Nets cannot be removed.

TICKETS
A ticket purchased for any game will entitle the bearer to see all games on Saturday, provided he/she does not leave the facility.

$15.00 (+ applicable service fees) Online Sales Only Through GoFan

Facility opens for ticket sales on Saturday at 11:00 a.m.

SPECTATORS MUST STAY OFF the floor at all times.

Coolers/Food Containers will not be allowed. All bags are subject to the Clear Bag Policy.

Smith Center is a smoke-free facility!

NO RE-ENTRY ON TICKET STUBS. This includes smokers!

WESTERN Teams will be HOME, wear white uniforms, seated on UNC’S Bench.
EASTERN Teams will be VISITOR, wear dark uniforms, seated on Visitor's Bench.

Spectator Seating
Spectator seating will be divided at mid-court. WESTERN spectators will be seated behind their team bench and around that end of the court and up to mid-court across from the team bench. EASTERN spectators will be seated behind their team bench and around that end of the court and up to mid-court across from the team bench.

$10.00 Spectator Parking Fee (if you leave and then return there will be another $10.00 charge)- Areas: Manning Drive Parking Lots, Bowles Lot and the Business School Parking Deck in Bowles Lot are available for public parking. These lots can be accessed from Skipper Bowles Drive, which turns off of Manning Drive. In addition, the Craig Deck on Manning Drive are also public parking areas. The lot in front of the Smith Center is for handicapped parking only!

Spectator hand-held video cameras will be allowed.

See back for campus map. Directions can be found on NCHSAA website (www.nchsaa.org)